Decorative, Proven Coating Systems for Education

- Worldwide availability
- Industry standard
- On-Site system technical service
- System warranties

Globally Proven Construction Solutions
Resinous Flooring and Vertical Systems for Education Applications

Seamless, durable resinous flooring and vertical systems are a critical component to maintaining an educational environment. LATICRETE is proud to offer SPARTACOTE™ resinous flooring and vertical systems for education applications that keep busy hallways, walkways and work areas safe and functional.

Completely seamless vertical wall and horizontal floor applications eliminate failures common to vinyl and other commercial flooring alternatives. Proven SPARTACOTE coating systems are ideal for rapid turn-around situations while offering low odor at installation. These easily maintainable systems are available in a variety of finishes and textures with custom colors and school logos available. Industry leading coating systems and a network of seasoned technical representatives and approved installers ensure the long-lasting performance of your educational flooring and wall project.

SPARTACOTE™ Resinous flooring and Vertical Systems have been used successfully in a number of education applications including:

- Classrooms
- Hallways
- Walkways
- Bathrooms
- Locker rooms
- Showers

Explore SPARTACOTE high performance resinous flooring systems below and talk with a SPARTACOTE technical representative to discuss your next project today.

Specialized Coating Systems for Classrooms and Walls

SPARTACOTE Resinous Flooring System
- SPARTACOTE Primer Coat
- SPARTACOTE Urethane Sealer WB
- SPARTACOTE Flake, Blended Quartz, or solid color
- SPARTACOTE Moisture Vapor Barrier (optional)
- SPARTACOTE FLEX PURE™ CLINICAL PLUS Top Coat (optional)

SPARTACOTE Vertical Coating System
- SPARTACOTE Primer and SPARTACOTE Vertical WB
- SPARTACOTE Flake, Blended Quartz, and solid color

High Performance SPARTACOTE coating systems offer:
- Fast return to service
- Custom colors and textures
- Safe, nonslip flooring
- Easy maintenance
- Coatings equipped with silver ion antimicrobial technology

SPARTACOTE™ URETHANE CEMENT for School Kitchens
- SPARTACOTE Urethane Cement ATS slurry coat
- Plus SPARTACOTE Urethane Cement top coat
- Simple 2-step installation with rapid return to service
- Exceptional durability
- Very low odor with no VOCs
- Heavy duty industrial coatings available with antimicrobial technology
- Textured or smooth finish available
- Thermal shock resistant
- Excellent impact and chemical resistance

Note: Antimicrobial technology protects the treated article against mold and mildew deterioration. Antimicrobial technology is not designed to replace normal cleaning practices or prevent use.
Proven Coating System Installations for Education

High Performance Coating Systems for Bathrooms, Locker Rooms, and Showers

**SPARTACOTE™ Resinous Flooring System with CLINICAL PLUS**
- SPARTACOTE™ Primer and SPARTACOTE Urethane Sealer WB
- SPARTACOTE Flake, Blended Quartz, and solid color
- SPARTACOTE Moisture Vapor Barrier (optional)
- SPARTACOTE FLEX PURE™ CLINICAL PLUS Top Coat

**SPARTACOTE™ Coating System for Hallways**

**SPARTACOTE Resinous Flooring System**
- SPARTACOTE Primer and SPARTACOTE Urethane Sealer WB
- SPARTACOTE Flake, Blended Quartz, and solid color
- SPARTACOTE Moisture Vapor Barrier (optional)
- SPARTACOTE FLEX PURE CLINICAL PLUS Top Coat (optional)

**Specialized Coating Systems for Mechanical Rooms and Storage Areas**

**SPARTACOTE High Build Coating System**
- SPARTACOTE Oil Tolerant Primer and SPARTACOTE Vertical HB
- SPARTACOTE Flake, Blended Quartz, and solid color
- SPARTACOTE Moisture Vapor Barrier (optional)
- SPARTACOTE FLEX PURE CLINICAL PLUS Top Coat (optional)

*Antimicrobial technology protects the treated article against mold and mildew deterioration. Antimicrobial technology is not designed to replace normal cleaning practices or protect users.*
# Decorative, Proven Coating Systems for Education Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>System/Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School Kitchens</td>
<td>SPARTACOTE™ Urethane Cement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>SPARTACOTE Resinous Flooring System and Vertical System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locker Rooms</td>
<td>SPARTACOTE Resinous Flooring System with CLINICAL PLUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labs</td>
<td>SPARTACOTE Resinous Flooring System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Rooms and Storage Areas</td>
<td>SPARTACOTE High Build Coating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallways</td>
<td>SPARTACOTE Resinous Flooring System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathrooms</td>
<td>SPARTACOTE Resinous Flooring System with CLINICAL PLUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entries and Lobbies</td>
<td>SPARTACOTE Resinous Flooring System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>